
How did you get to the Museum today?

by bus

by car

by train

on foot

by aeroplane

What way do you like to travel?Or did you use a different type of transport?



Look at the engine.

Draw a circle around the words which describe
it.

big new ugly

short   old small

           beautiful           long

Write one other word to describe this engine.

Draw one of the wheels.

a bus.

bus.

dirty

clean

shiny

broken

about this bus.



Go to one of the steam engines.

What is the name or number on it?

How many wheels does it have?

Does it have more, less or the same number
of wheels as a car?

more

less

the same

Look at the bus.



Put a ! or an " in the boxes.

Touch the outside of the engine.
Do you think it is made of -

wood

plastic

metal

glass

cloth

Climb into the cab.  Touch the inside of it.
Can you find -

wood

metal

glass

cloth

plastic

bus.



Now get into a carriage.

Touch the seats.

Do you think they are -

comfortable

uncomfortable

Do you think they are made of -

wood

plastic

metal

glass

cloth

the main part of the bus.

Now sit on them. Were you right?

Which of these are they made from?



Where can you find these shapes in the
museum? 

Look inside and outside the vehicles. 

Write or draw your answers in the box below.

circle

square

triangle

rectangle

cuboid

cylinder

Which shape did you see most of?
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Gallery investigation sheet

A detail of this vehicle... 
(Draw, or describe your favourite 
part of the vehicle here)

I like this vehicle because...

I think this vehicle is special to London because...

Gallery name:

My favourite vehicle in this gallery is... 
(Draw, or describe your favourite 
vehicle here)

This gallery tells people about...
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